
DESERTER. That may be the only fact about Frank, or Francis, Goodro anyone will
ever remember about him. The truth is sometimes very ugly and hurtful. As much as the
actions of the brave and steadfast bring honor and pride to a person's name, failing to
stand one's ground in the face of adversity and endure pain and defeat fear can bring
disparagement and humiliation in even greater degrees. Before passing judgment,
motivation for one's actions should always be taken into account. This was especially true
in the case of Frank Goodro. Without question, Frank willingly joined the United States
Army of his own free will, signing a binding contract to faithfully serve the Federal
Government as one of its soldiers, and took an oath to obey his superior officers dutifully.
He accepted money, food, clothing and shelter as part of the deal. In return, he bound
himself to follow orders and instructions of his officers. It was a fact that he voluntarily
left the post to which he was assigned without permission and remained absent without
leave for a year before returning to the military and then did so only because the
President of the United States offered all deserters a pardon. These are undisputable facts.
What is not taken into consideration was the motivation for Private Goodro's actions. His
story told here attempts to explain, not excuse, his actions that led him to violate his
pledge to the United States Government.

Francois Gaudreau, known to the Anglo-world as Frank or Francis Goodro (aka Goodroe
or Goodrow), was obviously not a native born American. Like many immigrants to
Vermont, he came from Canada. America was his adopted country and he, eventually,
became one of its naturalized citizens. He was born March 8, 1818 in Notre Dame du
Rosaire, Quebec.[1]His parents were Canadian as well. His father was Francois Gaudreau
(1779-1872). Frank's father brought the family to the United States sometime between the
birth of his last child in 1827 who was born in Canada and his own death in New Haven
in 1847. It was difficult to keep the Gaudreau heads of household separate in both the
research and the writing phase of this biographical sketch because of the fondness for
repeatedly naming the males in the family tree with the same given name. There were six
"Francois" in Frank's immediate family alone: his grandfather; two of his grandfather's
sons (including Frank's father); himself; and two of his own sons! Dates of birth were the
only clue for separating them all from each other. Frank father came from a very large
family consisting of eleven brothers and sisters. In his own family, his mother Marie,
bore his father nine children - five boys and four girls. The first two of Frank's siblings
were boys; Francois (1803-1809) and Joseph (1804-1804). Both died before they reached
their teens. The next three siblings were females: Marie Ursula (1805-1859); Rose (1809-
1884); and Archange (short for Archangel??) (1811-?). Then our Frank came along
(1818-1896). He was followed by another sister, Mathilde (1819-1878) and then a brother,
Michel Olivier (1827-1883). This brother was the last child born to Marie and Frank. All
of the children were born in Canada prior to the Goodro's immigration to New Haven.[2]
From the Federal Census records, it appeared that they were living and operating a farm
in Vermont by 1840.[3]

No record of Frank's marriage could be found. It probably happened about 1842-1843 in
the U.S.A. calculated on the date and place of the birth of their first child, a son, they
named Francis Goodrow. Junior was born in New Haven according to his marriage
certificate. Junior's ceremony was conducted by a priest so it was inferred that he came



from a Catholic family.[4]Our Frank's wife was Matilda Butler from Saratoga, New York.
Her father was Charles Butler and her mother was Charlotte.[5] When the 1850 Federal
Census was conducted September 7, 1850, twenty-eight year old Francis Goodro from
Canada, Matilda, his twenty-four year old wife, Francis, Jr. (1845-1864) and Adaline
(1847-1875) were all living in New Haven, Vermont. Frank supported his family by
being a laborer. The five year old son attended school.[6] Francis himself never had time
for schooling. He remained illiterate his entire life. In typical fashion of the times, the
Goodro clan expanded quickly once it was commenced. Five more children were added
in the next ten years: Lucy A (1852-1885); Louisa (1853-1888); Carrie S. (1855-1933);
Henry W. (1856-1928); and Lena (1857-1903) all were born before 1860. Altogether,
there would be eleven children born to Frank and Matilda - three sons and eight
daughters. Amelia (1860-?) was born sometime after the 1860 Federal Census was taken
on June 6 so was not listed on the form with the others.[7] She was joined by another
brother, Frank (1865-1885). He in turn was followed by two more daughters, Adell
(1867-1886) and Estella (1869-1893).[8] These last two rounded out the magnificent
eleven. Unfortunately, six of them would have early deaths, not reaching their thirtieth
birthdays.

In May/June, 1863, Frank, age forty-two, registered for the Federal draft along with other
eligible citizens of New Haven. He declared he was a farmer at the time.[9] It gets
confusing here because, remember, there were six "Franks" over three generations in this
family's tree. And there were three of them in this family we have been discussing: Frank
the father and his two sons who were named "Frank" also. Our forty-something Frank
had a son, Frank, born about 1844. He would have been about nineteen or so when his
father enrolled in the draft. From the Compiled Service Records for military personnel, it
appeared that both the father and the son enlisted on the same day at the same place but in
different units. They both joined the military on December 14, 1863. The nineteen year
old had to have his father sign the consent form on the enlistment papers giving his
permission for his son to enlist. Since neither one of them could read or write, each made
his mark which was then witnessed by the recruiter, in this case the Justice of the Peace,
J.W. Landon. The "official" records on these two men are so fouled up that it can't be
determined for sure which man went to which military unit. But it appears that the
nineteen year old ended up assigned to Company K of the First Vermont Cavalry and the
other man went to Company D of the Fifth Vermont Infantry. Their names, ages and
descriptions appeared interchangeable on the Compiled Service Records. Both were
farmers about five feet eight inches tall. Each had light complexion and brown hair. Their
eyes were either blue or black depending on who was doing the looking. Each one went
in as a private.[10]

This whole situation was weird from the beginning. It was not unheard of for a son to
follow his father or a father to follow his son into the military service during the Civil
War. It happened many times. But usually they stayed together and were placed in the
same regiment even if in different companies. Why would a father and son enlist together
at the same time, but not insist on being assigned to the same regiment, if not the same
company? One possible answer lies in the age difference. Perhaps a nineteen year old
would be more attracted to the flamboyant life style of a cavalry trooper with its aura of



romanticism and grandeur. Perhaps the youth just had an aversion to slogging around in
the dust and mud on foot instead of riding a beautiful Morgan. Or maybe the father had a
distaste for horses and couldn't ride at all. A more important question for these two
volunteers would be why would they want to join the military, leave their families who
depended on them for support and go off to fight a war in which the likely hood of their
being killed or maimed was very good? Consider the facts.

Both men were recent immigrants to this country. As foreigners, their loyalty to the
Union's cause would have been under greater scrutiny than anyone else's in the
community. What better way to put everyone's questions to rest than by joining the cause
and putting on a uniform? But that alone might not be sufficient to explain why a
nineteen year old, newly married (within two years) would want to abandon home, wife
and hearth to go riding off into combat. Nor would it be adequate by itself to justify a
forty-something year old man with a wife and a house full of small children dependent
solely on his wages and having only $300 worth of personal property to their name would
want to follow his son into the army. What would prevail on two grown men with
responsibilities for the welfare of others besides themselves to put all that aside and go
off to war? MONEY. The universal fuel that feeds every man's motivation. By 1863, the
Civil War had been going on for two years. Long enough to dispel the romantic and
adventurous notion that real war, with live ammunition, was anything but child's play.
The casualty lists posted in the newspapers, the coffins placed in the ground and the
empty sleeves of the veterans clearly spoke to the brutality and lethalness of this "game"
people were playing. The reality severely dampened the enthusiasm for participation. It
was increasingly difficult to fill quotas in each town when the call for more men came
down from Washington. A draft system had to be designed because voluntarily
enlistments were lagging behind the calls for recruits. No one favored forcing men to
fight. So the Federal Government and the States upped the ante - they increased the
monetary inducements called bounties being offered to volunteers who would re-enlist or
join for the first time. Early in the war (1861) Federal bounties were in the $100 range.
By 1862, they had jumped to $200 or more. In 1863, bounties of $300 to $400 were
common. The States put up more monetary enticements on top of what the Federal
Government offered. By the end of the war, $500, $600 even $1,500 bounties were being
handed out for volunteers with the average salary for a rural farmer was around $300 in
the 1860s, bounties of these proportions were certainly attractive. On top of bonuses,
there was always the base pay of a soldier. It wasn't much for a private ($13 per month).
Vermont paid an additional $7 per month to each volunteer, so Vermonters were earning
$20 per month in pay. Any or all of a soldier's pay could easily be sent home if he desired.

So much money was being offered through this bounty system that entire organized
gangs of "bounty jumpers" arose. Some of the gang would find a town with a high bounty
offered and enlist for that place. Then others in the gang would arrange for that soldier to
desert usually while on the way to a recruitment center on a train. After escaping, the
gang would move to another area with lucrative bonuses and do it all over again. Even if
the soldier received only a portion of the bounty being paid at the time of enlistment
rather than the entire bounty (bounties were usually paid in installments), he would make
enough money to equal a year's salary at menial labor jobs.[11] It was easy to see how an



illiterate farmer, barely eking out a living from the sweat of his brow, would be tempted
to grab a fistful of money and the guarantee of a steady $20 a month income for a little
thing like swearing an oath and changing clothes. So Frank and his son, Frank, raised
their right hands, made a pledge and donned a blue uniform and prepared to support the
unification of their adopted country.

One of the newly enlisted "Franks" went into the First Vermont Cavalry assigned to
Company K.[12] The other ended up going into Company D of the Fifth Vermont
Infantry.[13]One was sent to the recruiting depot, probably in New Haven, Connecticut.[14]
Then he was sent on to Brandy Station in Virginia on February 14, 1864 to join his
regiment.[15] The other man never reached his designated duty station. He was "taken sick
and died" before reaching his regiment.[16] The recruit died of "Congestive Fever" on
January 5, 1864 at the Cavalry Depot at "Grisboro Point, D.C.".[17] The information about
the death of this volunteer matches the death information for the forty-something year old
father's nineteen year old son, Frank. The son's death certificate said he was nineteen and
died on January 11, 1864.[18]Therefore, I drew the conclusion that the Frank Goodro born
in 1844 to Frank and Matilda Goodro of New Haven, Vermont who was nineteen at the
time of his enlistment and died in January of 1864 was the cavalry trooper of Company K,
First Vermont Cavalry and that the other Frank Goodro, aged forty-something of
Company D of the Fifth Vermont was, indeed, the father. There was more evidence later
in the story of Frank Goodro, Sr. to support this conclusion.

Never having the chance to die the glorious, heroic death in battle that he might have
envisioned for himself, young Goodro was unceremoniously laid to rest under the
Washington, D.C. soil as Number 31 at the Soldiers Home Cemetery.[19]With or without
knowledge of his son's fate, Private Goodro moved on with the movements of the Fifth
Vermont. At the beginning of 1864, three years into the War of the Rebellion, a new
commander of the Union Army was selected in the hopes that he could bring this bloody
and costly civil war to a conclusion. Before it was over, General Ulysses S. Grant would
be given the nickname "The Butcher" because of the way he chose to fight General
Robert E. Lee. When the campaign from the Rapidan to the James began in May of 1864,
the Fifth Vermont consisted of about 500 men. One month later, it had lost 349 men
killed, wounded and missing inclusing thirteen officers.[20] During this month period of
time, Private Goodro, aged forty-something and fresh from the recruiting depot in New
Haven, Connecticut received his baptism by fire in one of the Civil War's most vicious
engagements of the war - the Battle of The Wilderness.

The Old Vermont Brigade consisted of the Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth and Sixth
Vermont Infantry Regiments. It was the only brigade in the Union Army made up
entirely of regiments from the same state. General George Washington Getty led the
division in which the Vermonters served. The strength of the Vermont Brigade was
estimated at about three thousand men. Getty's division was a small part of a much larger
Union force called The Army of the Potomac lead by the newly appointed commander,
Ulysses S. Grant. Grant was determined to beat the South into submission by continually
using his overwhelming resources in men and material to drive the resistance into the
ground. He was willing to use all out war tactics to win a victory no matter how much



blood it meant spilling. This was a new strategy to the Union Army who, up to this point,
had been led by generals who, for one reason or another, were overly cautious and too
sensitive to any negative backlashes caused by a win-at-all-cost attitude. Not Grant. He
knew the odds were in the North's favor. It had more men, more money, more capacity to
supply an army in the field than the South had. He knew Lee could not afford a slug fest
because he could not easily replace lost men and supplies of war. So when the 1864
campaign season opened, Grant launched an aggressive attack on Richmond. The route
south he chose to take took his forces right through the middle of a ten square mile
second growth wooded area in Virginia known locally as the "wilderness" because of its
densely overgrown thicket of brush, brambles, thorns and saplings. So impenetrable was
this tract of woods that it was joked that a man running through it would come out the
other side naked. Grant intended to march through The Wilderness before Lee could
bring his forces up to meet him. Then Grant could use the open spaces on the other side
of the woods to fight the Confederates. But rarely do strategic plans on paper ever work
out as planned in reality.

Numerous roads ran through this massive tangle of bushes, brush and small trees in all
major directions of the compass. The Union forces intended to use the north-south
Orange Plank Road to move south. Once beyond the forest, they could easily find ground
to their advantage to fight Lee's forces on. However, Lee saw The Wilderness as the
perfect place for an ambush. The dense growth would provide cover and, at the same
time, prevent the Yankees from deploying into battle lines and using their artillery. Lee
sprung his trap just as the Union forces arrived in the middle of the Wilderness where the
Brock Road running east to west intersected the Orange Plank Road the Yankees were on.
A major portion of the ensuing Battle of The Wilderness was over control of this
important intersection in the middle of the forest.

The ball opened about 8 a.m. on the morning of May 5 when the First Vermont Cavalry
ran into Rebel cavalry just outside the perimeter of the wooded maze of new growth. It
was a running battle but the skirmish alerted both sides to each other's presence. While
opposing cavalry troopers chase each other around in the open fields adjacent to the
woods, Grant attempted to push his infantry columns through the patch of woods to the
open fields south. The speed at which his infantry columns could move forward was
hampered by the snail's pace of his supply train whose stores had to be protected from
being seized by the Confederates. Only Grant's lead elements managed to get to the
intersection first, but barely. The lead element, of course, was the Old Vermont Brigade.
Knowing the enemy was close, but not knowing how close, Getty deployed the
Vermonters along the intersection with their backs to the Brock Road. Fighting had been
going on all around the patch of scrub oak and brush all morning. It wasn't until about
12:30 p.m. that the Vermonters saw anyone but themselves. Then it was their own
cavalry hastily riding north on the Orange Plank Road. They knew then that the
Confederates were moving closer to the intersection. But all they could see in front of
them was a wall of scrub woods and brambles. The two roads and the clearing where they
crossed were the only open spaces visible. Wilbur Fiske of the Second Vermont was at
the crossroads and he later wrote, "Here was a high point of land where the roads cross at
right angles, and it is in the midst of an endless wilderness." Grips tightened around



muskets when the men saw more cavalry troopers, this time with arms in slings and faces
bandaged to cover saber cuts and leading their mounts, pass by on the roads.

Two companies of the Fifth Vermont, under Captain Charles Ormsbee, were sent forward
as skirmishers. In the first line of battle behind the skirmishers were the Third and Fourth
Vermont. Behind them in the second line of battle were the Second and Sixth Vermont
Regiments. Behind them was the rest of the Fifth Vermont with their backs to the Brock
Road. Without orders, the men collected logs, fence rails, posts, rotten logs, anything that
was lying about that could be used to build a low breastwork for cover. Then the
Vermonters leisurely ate hardtack and sipped from canteens as they lulled away the
afternoon. About 3:30 p.m., Grant, impatient to know the strength of the enemy forces
that had advanced on the crossroads, ordered Getty to send his men forward in
reconnaissance. The Vermonters were the first men to leap over their crude breastworks
and plunge into the dense underbrush and tangled vines. The thickly regrown forest
landscape with its ensnaring web of dense vegetation made it impossible to maintain any
straight battle line while men struggled through the impenetrable thicket that reduced
visibility to a few yards. Slowly and cautiously the blue line advanced. Seth Eastman of
the Sixth described what happened next: "After taking about ten steps from (our)
skirmish line, the battle opened in earnest. Volleys of musketry broke out of the thickets
and underbrush in our faces..The rifle balls came in showers".Lt. Col. John Lewis of the
Fifth Vermont said, "Now came the holocaust." Lewis Grant said, "Hundreds of our men
fell at the first volley". According to Eastman, Confederate prisoners taken the next day
said they had orders not to fire at the Vermonters until they could see the whites of their
eyes. Eastman also reported that two of his comrades were killed instantly at his side. His
colonel was wounded and went crazy, riding up and down the line shouting outrageous
commands. Henry Houghton of the Third Vermont said the man on his left was shot dead
at the first volley and "a bullet went so near the face of the man in my rear that it took an
eye out, two bullets went through my haversack and one through my canteen and another
passed so near my neck that it burned the skin". The Vermonters attempted to advance
through the mangle of low brush and dense tree growth only to be met with volleys of
flame, smoke and deadly lead projectiles discharged by the Rebels at less than 75 yards.
With each raking volley of musketry, the blue lines got thinner and thinner.

Company I of the Fourth Vermont, amounting to fifty-three men when it stepped off into
the woods, soon found itself with no officers standing. A sergeant commanded the
twenty-one men left uninjured. Luther Harris from the Fourth said two pieces of artillery
had been brought up to the crossroads and had fired several shots in the direction of the
unseen enemy. The first shot killed eight men on the left of his company. Some soldiers
raced back to the intersection to inform the gunners they were hitting their own men.
Early in the fighting, the second line of Vermonters, the Second and Sixth Regiments,
were ordered forward. According to Wilbur Fiske, "They (Confederates) poured their
bullets into us so fast that we had to lie down to load and fire. I had a bullet pass through
my clothes on each side, one of them giving me a pretty sharp rap, and one ball split the
crown of my cap in two, knocking it off my head." Corporal Eric Ditty of the Sixth
Vermont, also had a close call in the wilderness. A comrade on his right carrying the U.S.
flag was wounded, as was a corporal on his left and another corporal standing just behind



him was killed. In another case, a corporal and sixteen men were ordered to secure a
small road that ran through the Wilderness. None of them made it across the road; all
were either killed or wounded before they even got to it. On went the death struggle amid
the trees, saplings, brush, brambles, vines and thorns. Sheets of flame burst from the
thickets only rods away. Sudden appearances and disappearances of bodies through the
smoke and jungle of vegetation was all anyone could see. Regiments hugged the ground
on both sides, not daring to rise to either advance or retreat. Too often the dull thud of a
bullet finding its mark was heard. Bullets whined and whistled everywhere, mowing
down trees, brush and bodies. The lead missiles struck everything, smashing faces,
disemboweling abdomens, blowing away brains, rupturing hearts, bursting through lungs,
destroying heads, feet, private parts. Curses mixed with prayers amid the endless racket.
In the din, attempts to speak with one's nearest comrade proved futile. Death came
unseen, sometimes from impossible directions. And so the battle persisted.

Despite all of the casualties the Vermonters were inflicting on the enemy in this heavy
weight toe-to-toe slug fest, the Confederate's fire seemed to intensify. The Vermonters
had been engaged unsupported for a long time. It was feared that a Rebel attack was
imminent. Union General Hancock pushed reinforcements up the Brock Road. Two hours
passed before they were anywhere near ready to pitch in. Well into the fight, the nearly
unscathed Fifth Vermont was ordered forward and placed on the Old Brigade's left where
the greatest threat of attack was most likely to come. The Fifth moved into the dim,
smoldering woods and immediately came under heavy fire. It staggered then stopped.
The Union command wanted to extract the battered Vermonters from the Wilderness. But
how to do it amid the ferocious fire of the Confederates in their front? Someone came up
with a plan that called for using the Fifth Vermont, the freshest and most intact regiment
of the Old Brigade, as decoys. If they would make an assault on the Rebels and divert
attention to themselves, then the remaining part of the Brigade could rapidly run for the
rear. Of course the action would allow the Confederates to focus their undivided attention
on the Fifth's attack. Lewis Grant, Brigade Commander, went to Major Dudley, now in
command of the Fifth, and asked him if he thought he could break the enemy's line on the
left. In typical Vermont style, Dudley said "I think I can." Grant would give the Fifth the
support of the battered Second and Sixth Vermont Regiments as reinforcements. When
the Fifth made its charge, they found themselves 40 or 50 yards in advance of their lines
wholly exposed not only from fire in their front, but also fire of unprecedented severity
on both flanks. But their bold thrust forward achieved its purpose. It allowed time for the
rest of the Brigade to retreat to the Brock Road and the safety of their puny breastworks
they had constructed earlier. The Fifth, Second and Sixth broke off their attack and slunk
back to the relative safety of the secured crossroads with the Confederates swarming on
their heels. Taking cover behind their low breastworks, the Vermonters resumed firing.
They were low on ammunition and a few more moments would be entirely out. But
Hancock's men came up and formed a line behind the Vermonters. Not realizing that they
had comrades between themselves and the approaching Confederates, Hancock's men
began firing as numbers in their ranks began to fall from the fire of the attacking Rebels.
A few of the trapped Vermonters were hit by friendly fire. The Vermonters soon found a
way to sneak around Hancock's lines before any more damage could be done to them by
their own comrades in arms. The Rebels continued to press to take command of the



intersection, but the Yankee line held its ground and, as nightfall came, the firing became
sporadic. Yet, out in front of the blue lines lay thousands of dead and wounded comrades.
As some men tried to grab some rest while listening to the moans and cries of the
wounded, litter bearers attempted to retrieve the living. They could not use any means of
light to see by because it instantly drew enemy fire. They did what they could, but many
of the wounded Green Mountain Boys who lay on the field of battle that night might have
been saved if they could have received medical attention right away.

The end of the day on May 5, 1864 was a sad one for the Old Vermont Brigade. As one
of its members said in his letter home afterwards, "The Old Brigade was shot to pieces."
Of five colonels, one was unhurt. Fifty of its best line officers had been killed or
wounded. A thousand Vermont soldiers had fallen that afternoon. Seth Eastman of the
Third Vermont said, "Most all of my friends lay dead or wounded, scattered in the field
somewhere. We looked through the regiment to see who was left, and we found thirteen
of my company still unhurt. Co. F of our regiment had only four men left. The regiment
had 94 muskets that night." If you looked at the total casualties of the Old Brigade - five
regiments or about three thousand muskets - you would find that the Vermonters
accounted for about one-tenth of all of Grant's losses that day; 1,232 killed, wounded and
missing Vermonters against 12,485 in the Army of the Potomac as a whole. If you added
to that number casualties from Vermont units other than just the Second, Third, Fourth,
Fifth and Sixth Vermont (First Vermont Cavalry and three companies of Vermont
sharpshooters) the total of killed, wounded and missing Vermonters from the Battle of
The Wilderness would have amounted to 1,420.[21]

Private Goodro of the Fifth Vermont Infantry was one of those statistics cited. According
to his official military records and a local newspaper report of the casualties from
Company D of the Fifth Vermont, "Francis Goodro enlisted from New Haven" was
wounded "in side" on May 5, 1864. He was one of sixteen others from Company D of the
Fifth who were wounded in that battle.[22] His wound was, more than likely, received in
the woods of The Wilderness during the Fifth's divisionary attack of the Confederate
battle line made to cover the retreat of the rest of the Old Brigade back to the Orange
Plank and Brock Road intersection. The May/June Hospital Muster Roll for Mower
U.S.A. General Hospital at Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania recorded him
"present" in Ward 22.[23]Private Goodro spent May 6 until July 5, 1864 recuperating from
his battle wound. While resting in Ward 22, the Fifth went on to Spotsylvania Court
House and Cold Harbor. Private Goodro had long days with little else to do with them but
think. Surely his experience, his first taste of combat, in The Wilderness filled most of
those reflective moments. Without doubt, he must have carefully contemplated what a
forty-something married man with a wife and a house full of kids was doing running
through the woods of Virginia shooting and being shot at by people he did not know, had
never met nor would ever be likely to meet. What was he thinking!

Based on his actions on or about July 5, 1864, it became very clear what conclusions all
of his thinking had led him to. He had decided he was not going back to Company D or
the Fifth Vermont Regiment. He was done playing soldier. He was going home. Exactly
how he managed to pull it off may never be known. All he really had to do was walk



away from the hospital and board a train north. His Compiled Service Record showed his
absent from the USA Hospital July and August of 1864.[24] He continued being listed as
absent "Sick in U.S.A. Hospital since May 5, 1864" until July 11, 1865 when the
Individual Muster-out Roll made the first mention of him being a deserter.[25]Made out in
Washington, D.C. nearly two weeks after the Fifth Vermont was discharged, it stated that
Private Goodro, Co. D, 5th Vermont Infantry "deserted July 5, 1864."[26]All the while his
Company Muster Roll listed him "absent sick in hosp.", he was back in Vermont with his
family, hiding out. If he had been caught, his punishment for desertion would almost
certainly have been death by firing squad. Living for nearly a year under that cloud must
have placed him and his family under great anxiety. With the coming of the end of the
Great Rebellion there was a sense of relief that conflict was over and this spawned in
many a great willingness to forgive past transgressions. President Lincoln was one of
those leaders who realized that the nation had suffered enough for its willingness to fight
for its life. He wished now, in 1865, to bind the wounds inflicted by the Civil War and do
whatever was reasonable to promote the healing process.

One of the tangible steps in this direction that Lincoln took was to issue, in March of
1865, a proclamation offering a pardon to all deserters in the military. He promised a
pardon to each man if, within sixty days of March 11, 1865 (on or about May, 1865) they
would voluntarily return to their posts or report themselves to the nearest provost-marshal
in their district. If they served out the remainder of the term of enlistment and made up
the time lost during their AWOL period, they would receive a full pardon.[27] Francis
wasted no time in taking advantage of President Lincoln's magnanitimity. He
surrendered himself to the Provost Marshal in Rutland, Vermont. He was given a
transportation voucher by the Government for rail travel from Rutland, Vermont to New
Haven, Connecticut where the draft rendezvous was held. He arrived there by April 18,
1865.[28] Exactly when Francis was finally discharged from the service was not known
with precision, but, after satisfying the conditions of his pardon, he was sent home a free
man with a clear conscious. No longer did he have to limit his movements to the shadows
and the night. He could resume being a good American citizen like he always wanted to
be by the light of day because the pardon specifically guaranteed that all his rights to be a
citizen, hold citizenship and enjoy the rights of citizenship would be protected.[29] In
August of 1868, Francis took the formal steps to renounce all allegiance to "her Majesty
Victoria Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland" and, having
completed all the necessary steps in the naturalization process, gave his oath to support
the Constitution of the United States. Canadian born Francois Gaudreau bow became
Frank Goodro, full fledged citizen of the United States of America.[30]

Life in New Haven had, by 1870, returned to its old rhythm of routine activity. Frances
Goodroe (sic) was fifty. His oldest child, Henry aged fourteen, lived with him and his
mother, Matilda, in New Haven. She still had three young ones tugging at her skirt: Frank,
Jr. age five; Anna, age three; and Letta, age two. Frances had returned to carpentry as his
means of earning a living. The family continued to struggle to meet their basic needs.
They all lived in a $500 home.[31] By September, 1876, Francis had applied for a
government pension which had been approved. Later on, after Francis' death in 1896,
Matilda would draw a widow's pension from the Government as well.[32]



At sixty-two, Francis had switched back to farming as a career instead of pounding nails.
Henry had left the nest to strike out on his own. But Amelia, one of Francis' older
daughters (DOB 1860), had moved back into the home at the age of twenty. All three of
the other children (Frank, Anna and Letta) still remained at home and attended school.
Amelia, in fact, was a teacher and may well have had her own siblings as students.
Neither Francis nor Matilda could read or write. They weren't exceptions to the rule in
the New Haven community either. Of seven neighboring households, the fathers, or
heads of household, could not read or write either.[33]

The Special Schedule of Surviving Soldiers, Sailors and Marines and Widows, etc. which
was conducted by the Government in 1890 was spared the flames that destroyed most of
the 1890 U.S. Federal Census records. On it, Francis Goodro was listed as living in New
Haven Mills, New Haven, Vermont. His service record reported that he had enlisted in
Company D, Fifth Vermont Infantry in December, 1863 and had been discharged July,
1865 having served for one year and five months. The History of New Haven written by
Farnsworth described the Mills, located on the New Haven River south of the village of
Bristol, was a prosperous, vital manufacturing center at one time within the township of
New Haven. Mother nature had not always been kind to the area residents and business
owners, sometimes in her fury, sending furious floods downstream that wiped out the
mills established along the banks of the New Haven River. Also, economic times and
demands changed which forced adjustments to the way in which residents made a living.
Eventually, dairy farming took the place of manufacturing as the primary means of
support as the end of the nineteenth century approached. It was during this transition time
at the Mills that Francis switched from being a carpenter to being a farmer while he
continued to live in New Haven Mills in 1890.

By the time of Francis' death on September 26, 1896 in New Haven, he had outlived a
majority of his children. He was seventy-nine when he passed from "neuralgia of the
heart" - heart disease.[34]He lost his first born son, Francis, in 1864 while both were in the
service. His daughter Adaline was the next child to predecease her father in 1875. Lucy A.
passed away ten years later in 1885. She was quickly followed the same year by the early
death of son Frank. The next year, the old man lost another daughter, Adell. Two years
later, 1888, he again attended the funeral of one of his children - his daughter, Louisa.
Then, just three years before his own demise, his last born child, Estella, died in 1893.[35]
So many young deaths in such a short time. It was a sad thing to see a father have to bury
so many of his children: seven of eleven Francis interred.

Matilda survived her husband for only a year. She, of course, continued to live in New
Haven. She applied for and received a widow's pension which was her sole means of
support in her final year of life. She died of "apoplexy" on December 20, 1897. She was
seventy-three at the time. All her life Matilda never had much in the way of material
possessions. That was evident again at her death. Her estate consisted of a $500 house,
some furniture, clothing and $300 deposited in the local bank. Her will directed, in a
some what confused fashion, that her debts and final expenses be paid first. That Amelia,
her daughter, get all of her household goods and wearing apparel and one fourth of the



rest of her estate. Then her son, Henry, and her three other daughters (Carrie, Amelia,
Lena) were to divide the remainder equally among themselves. At first, it looked like
Amelia was going to get two shares of the estate plus the furniture and the clothing. But
Matilda corrected that later in her will by explaining more clearly that "Amelia shall have
all my household goods and clothing and that all the rest be divided equally between my
four children."]36]Amelia wasn't getting a whole lot more than her siblings. After all, the
furniture was coming from a $500 home and she probably had only one good dress for
going to meeting in.
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